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Abstract. We present a new measure for evaluation of algorithms for the detection
of regions of interest (ROI) in, e.g., attention mechanisms. In contrast to existing
measures, the present approach handles situations of order uncertainties, where
the order for some ROIs is crucial, while for others it is not. We compare the results
of several measures in some theoretical cases as well as some real applications.
We further demonstrate how our measure can be used to evaluate algorithms for
ROI detection, particularly the model of Itti and Koch for bottom-up data-driven
attention.

1 Introduction

During the last decade, several studies were conducted concerning the mechanism of
attention in human and animal vision. It has been observed, that biological vision is
based on the dynamic selection of regions of interest (ROI) through the guidance of the
gaze towards selected scenic regions. In other words, regions in the current field of view
were selected to focus high-resolution processing-ressources at locations that are likely
to contain important information for the task currently performed. Multiple ROIs are
then scanned in a serial manner by fixating the high-resolution fovea of the eye on these
suspicious locations using saccadic movements.
Following these studies on biological vision, several computational models for adapting
this principle of "regions of interest" have been proposed [3][5][9][2]. Although their
internal working schemes often differ significantly, they all result in a set of locations for
different regions of interest. Key mechanisms: select image locations of high information
content, often measured in terms of feature contrast.

Stark and Choi [8] investigated the sequence of selected fixations. They found that
the path of scanned locations repeats itself after several fixations. The authors coined
the underlying mechanism of the mind’s eye, the "scanpath theory" of attentive vision.
However, the authors also showed, that there isn’t such a thing as a global scanpath,
that is, that everybody looked at the same spots in the same order. Even the scanpath of
the same observer for the same stimulus isn’t unique. Thus it is not possible to directly
compare the results of different models, because even if both models predict the same
ROIs, their order is very likely to differ. Similar problems arise when trying to evaluate
a single model under various conditions, like different noise or illumination.

Existing measures for the evaluation of ROI-based attention algorithms have diffi-
culties representing these variations in the order of regions of interest. We present a new
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measure which is capable of handling such uncertainties. This enables us to evaluate
these algorithms and to compare them against human or animal observer. Using this
measure we will evaluate the attention model of Itti and Koch [3]. For that reason we
give a short review of the model in section 2. The measure itself will be developed in
section 3 and its results are then shown in section 4.

2 Review of Itti and Koch’s Approach for Attention

Fig. 1. Attention model of Itti and Koch [3]

Itti, Koch and Niebur [3] presented a popular
model for computing regions of interest us-
ing a saliency map which is obtained from a
pyramidal multi-resolution representation of
the input data. The computation is purely data
driven, as it does not incorporate any feedback
or knowledge-based mechanisms.

First a gaussian pyramid is built from
the input stimulus. This pyramid of different
scales of the image is then split into several
channels selective to different features like
color, intensity or orientation. Following this
step, a center-surround operation is performed
on each of these multi-scale representations.
All these maps are then combined into a single
saliency map. Different strategies of combin-
ing these maps have been discussed and analysed in [4]. The simplest method is just
summing up all the maps. In order to achieve this, the maps have to be scaled to the same
spatial size prior to summation. More advanced methods we applied perform iterative
center-surround inhibition to sharpen the data and extract local maxima [4].

On the resulting saliency map, a winner-take-all algorithm is applied which deter-
mines the most salient location which has to be attended next. In order to avoid, that this
location is also attended in the next steps, the currently attended location is inhibited
within the saliency map, so the selected locations are inhibited for a certain number of
iterations (inhibition of return). From a biological view, it is not yet entirely clear if such
a global saliency map really exists in the human brain. Recent experimental findings
suggest that cortical area V4 might be a candidate [6].

3 Methods of Evaluation

In this section we will present two simple measures for evaluating models that select
regions of interest. We will further explain how our new measure is calculated.

3.1 Order-Independent Measure

The measure presented in this section is the simplest method to evaluate a ROI-model.
Assume that we have a ground truth consisting of n ROIs. It is then checked how many
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of these ROIs of the ground truth are found again within the first n results during the
test-run of the model. Example: If the ground truth has 5 ROIs and 3 of them are also
found during the test run, the result is simply 0.6 or 60%. This measure can be easily
implemented and also be calculated very quickly. Its major limitation is that it does not
at all take care of the order in which the ROIs were chosen.

3.2 Order-Dependent Measure (String Edit Distance)

Another measure to evaluate models is the "string edit distance" [1]. Each ROI from
ground truth is labelled with a separate letter and these letters are concatenated in the
order of appearance of the corresponding ROI to form a "ground-truth-string". After
running the algorithm that is evaluated a second string is built from the ROIs selected
by the algorithm.

The two strings obtained so far are furthermore compared in a way that it is calculated
how "costly" one string can be transformed to the other. Costs are defined for insertion,
deletion and substitution of letters. The minimum costs of this transformation are usually
computed using dynamic programming.

One limitation arising with this measure is, that it is not possible to define two regions
of interest of equal importance, instead one ROI has always to be preferred over another
when setting up the ground truth and its labelling order.

3.3 Hybrid Measure

In order to circumvent the limitations of the two measures presented above, we develop
a new measure which considers the order of the regions of interest and also accounts for
systematic variations.

One calculation run of our proposed measure consists of several steps.

1. First the ROIs need to be determined. This may be done by any kind of source:
Human/animal observers, by a person, or by a computational model.

2. Just like for the calculation of the minimum string edit distance, the ROIs need to
be assigned numbers.

3. The relative order of the ROIs is then stored in a matrix for further processing as
shown in Fig. 2.

4. All the previous steps are performed multiple times, and the resulting matrices are
summed up.

5. Finally the resulting matrix is normalized by dividing it through the number of
iterations the previous steps were done.

6. The obtained matrix encodes the probabilities for all (a,b), i.e. denoting that ROI a
preceeds ROI b.

First, the calculation presented above has to be done once for a ground-truth-run,
resulting in a matrix A. This matrix describes the relative order of ROIs for the ground
truth. After that, the calculation is performed for one or more test-runs and a corre-
sponding matrix B is returned. The two matrices are then compared by calculating the
normalized crosscorrelation of the two matrices: c = |A||B|/√|A||B|

The measure presented in this section is capable of handling both strict as well as
loose order of the ROIs.
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Fig. 2. The matrix created from the relative order of ROIs. The ordinate of the matrix denotes the
label of the current ROI, the abscissa denotes the label of the ROI that preceeded the current one.
As the very first ROI detected doesn’t have any predecessor, an additional row on the abscissa is
needed. Each value in this "pre-occurence matrix" represents the probability that ROI a preceeds
ROI b. It can be observed that the sum of each column and row respectively has to be one. When
a strict order of ROIs can be defined, the matrix obtained simply consists of all ones on the
second diagonal. If there are several ROIs that should have the same importance probabilities
are simply spread over several possible predecessors. In the example, the order of the ROIs is
(0 →)1 → 3 → 2. In order to account for regions of interest that were not present in the ground
truth, an extra row and column exist, which sum up those additional regions of interest. For the
ground truth those cells are simply all zero.

4 Results

In this section we evaluate our measure by analysing its behaviour in some theoretical
scenarios. Afterwards we will compare our measure against string edit distance regard-
ing the impact of noise on the model of Itti and Koch [3]. In order to be able to do this we
need to normalize all three measures to the range [0,1]. This is done in the following way:

• order-independent measure: The values returned by this measure are within the range
[0,1]

• string edit distance: m = 1 − distance
n , with n denoting the number of ROIs in the

ground truth.
• hybrid measure: as all elements of the histogram matrices are positive, the results

already lie within the range [0,1].

Furthermore, we will also evaluate two of the feature combination strategies pre-
sented by Itti and Koch [4] using our newly presented measure.

4.1 Theoretical Cases

First, we compare the three measures presented so far in two theoretical scenarios.
Scenario A: Suppose we have three regions of interest, labeled 1 to 3 and their

correct order be 1 → 2 → 3. We now assume the ROI-algorithm detects them in the
order 1 → 3 → 2.
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For a suitable measure it is expected that the value falls below 1, as the order of detection
is incorrect. The results of the three measures presented in section 3 are shown in table
1. As we can see, the order-independent measure does not account for the wrong order
of detection. Both, string editing distance as well as our statistical measure correctly
decrease to a lower value.

Scenario B: We assume three ROIs as before, but the ones, labeled 2 and 3 are
equally important. This means, in 50% of the cases the detected order is 1 → 2 → 3
and 1 → 3 → 2 otherwise. As the order of ROI 2 and 3 should not matter, the measure
should not decrease but stay on the maximum value of 1. Again, the results of the three
measures are shown in table 1. Since the order-independent measure does not care about
ROI sequence, its result still is 1, which is correct in this case. Also, our hybrid measure
correctly returns 1, as the order of ROI 2 and 3 should not matter. String edit distance
however cannot cope with such a situation and falls to 2

3 .

Table 1. Results obtained from the three measures for our theoretical scenarios.

scenario expected order-independent order-dependent hybrid
A < 1 1 0.33 0.33
B 1 1 0.67 1

This demonstrates that our new hybrid measure can deal with both theoretical situ-
ations, strict order as well as partially ambiguous order.

4.2 Evaluation of the Model of Itti and Koch

We now take a look at how the new proposed measure performs on real applications.
We will therefore evaluate the impact of noise on the model of Itti and Koch using
two different feature combination strategies: Simple summation versus iterative local
inhibition [4]. The input stimulus shown in Figure 3 has been motivated by recent findings
about saliency and pop-out effects [7]. The evidence suggests that feature contrasts, rather
than absolute values, were relevant measures that lead to target selection and boundary
detection. Here the stimulus is composed of equal size disks and a smaller one thus
leading to a contrast in circle diameter. As the image is symmetric, all five big circles
should result in the same conspicuity. That is, their order of detection should not matter.
In contrast, the small sixth circle should results in a higher saliency as it generates a
strong contrast against the other disks. It is the only peak present in the corresponding
spatial scale, so it ought to be the first ROI detected by the algorithm. In our test scenario
we have applied white gaussian noise to the input stimulus ranging from sigma = 0
up to sigma = 2 in steps of δ = 0.2. We then applied our implementation of the
model of Itti and Koch on these input stimuli. We did so using two feature combination
strategies, simple summation as well as iterative local inhibition. In [4] it was shown
that iterative local inhibition performs better than simple summation, it is therefore
expected that the proposed statistical measure quantifies this result. Figure 3 shows
the corresponding results. We obtained the expected result, showing that local iterative
inhibition outperforms simple summation.
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Fig. 3. Left: Input stimulus. Six radially aligned discs with equal intensity. Five of them have the
same diameter, the sixth one is significantly smaller. Right: Simple summation (squares) versus
local iterative inhibition (stars). It can be seen that the latter performs better than simple summation
under the influence of noise. On the abscissa, sigma denotes the amount of noise applied to the input
stimulus. "Measure value" on the ordinate denotes the value returned by our proposed measure.

We will now compare our statistical measure against string edit distance and the
simple measure.The feature combination strategy used for the model of Itti and Koch
is the local iterative inhibition. First, we select a scenario which all of the measures
should be able to handle. The corresponding input stimulus is shown in Figure 4. It
consists of six radially aligned circles with decreasing intensity and equal diameter. As
the brightness of the circles has an order, their respective saliency is ordered as well.
Therefore, there is a strict order of preference of the regions of interest. In addition,
when the noise level is increased, the number of disks that can be detected decreases
monotonically. Accordingly, the simple measure should also decrease.
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Fig. 4. Left: Input stimulus. Right: Performance of the three measures presented in section 3, string
edit distance (squares), simple measure (triangles) and our proposed measure (stars). All measures
remain almost constant up to around sigma = 0.8, from where on they fall linearly to a value of
about 0.5 for sigma = 2. The simple measure rates the algorithm slightly better, as it only reacts
on lost ROIs in contrast to the other two measures. Again, sigma denotes the amount of noise
applied to the input stimulus. The "measure value" on the ordinate denotes the values returned by
the three different measures.
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Fig. 5. Left: Input stimulus. Right:As string edit distance (squares) cannot cope with equiimportant
ROIs its value drops too fast already for small values of sigma. In contrast, the simple measure
(triangles) overestimates performance of the algorithm, as most of the ROIs can be detected even
under strong noise, but in the wrong order. Like for figure 4 "sigma" denotes the amount of noise
applied, "measure value" denotes the values returned by the three different measures.
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Fig. 6. Left: Input stimulus, a real scene. Right: Sigma on the abscissa denotes the amount of
noise added to the image. String edit distance (squares) decreases very fast, the simple measure
(triangles) falls very slowly. Our proposed measure lies between them.

We can see in Figure 4 that the expected results are returned. All measures behave
similar as there is an unambigous order of ROIs and weak stimuli get lost with an
increasing amount of noise.

In the next step we calculate all three measures for our first input stimulus shown in
Figure 3. The results are shown in Figure 5. Again, we perform local iterative inhibition
prior to feature map combination. We expect, that the string edit distance measure is not
able to interpret the output of the algorithm correctly and therefore degrades too fast. In
contrast, the simple measure is supposed to degrade too slow, as all features have a high
intensity contrast and therefore can be detected even in noisy situations.

As expected string edit distance rates the performance of the algorithm worse and
drops quickly. In contrast, the simple measure which does not handle variations in the
order of ROIs decreases only very slowly. The result of our proposed measure lies
between these two other measures.

Finally we evaluate the model of Itti and Koch on a real life image shown in Figure
6. As most of the windows on the fort are simlar, we expect that there are several ROIs
of ambiguous order. For this reason string edit distance decays too fast.
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5 Discussion

We have proposed a new measure based on relative order for evaluating algorithms that
detect ROIs such as for selective attention. This new measure has shown to be able to
evaluate one single ROI-detection algorithm under alternating conditions. In addition,
it is also able to compare different algorithms against each other. In contrast to string
edit distance it can handle any arbitrary order of ROIs. In the current proposal, all ROIs
have the same impact on the measure, which might not be sufficient for some situations.
One possible extension of the proposed scheme, therefore, could be the possibility to put
more weight on some ROIs than on others. In summary, the proposed measure is able
to rate performance of algorithms where the order of the ROIs may be ambiguous. This
is necessary when trying to compare a computational model with biological studies on
human or animal observers.
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